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A*STAR will be working to enhance a current technology, developed in collaboration with a local

SME, into a ready-to-go package so that other local firms can benefit from it, said S Iswaran,

Second Minister for Trade and Industry, at the company's office on Tuesday.

Technology has been a source of productivity and competitive advantage, and A*Star will

continue to enhance and adapt it for local companies, he said.

The package, scheduled to be available by the end of the year, will allow for multiple users to

access data, as well as generate customised reports and alerts. It currently allows only a single

user to access data from a single sensor.

"This is part of an ongoing effort, because it's not about finding one magic technology bullet. It's

about constantly working at the sector level and the company level to find solutions," Mr

Iswaran said.

The company in question, Fibre Optic Sensing Technology and Applications - Fosta for short -

specialises in monitoring sound and vibration levels at construction sites, primarily to prevent

piling from destabilising the surrounding structures.

However, workers had to conduct weekly site visits to collect data measured by their sensors,

taking up precious time and manpower.

In 2013, they approached A*Star through its Technology Adoption Programme (TAP) and

collaborated on developing an on-site data recorder that could remotely send the information to

company computers via the Internet.

Dennis Song, managing director of Fosta, said: "For companies that provide services,

manpower takes up a huge portion of our costs. Technology adoption aids significantly in

reducing both manpower costs and processing time."

He added that while fewer technicians and engineers were now required to collect data, they

were redirected to sales positions instead of being retrenched, since the new technology had

helped his company cut processing time in half.

"We increased our sales," he said. "We were able to reduce our selling price and take on more
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projects."

He added that the new technology resulted in about a 20 per cent increase in revenue.

"Fosta is an excellent example of an SME in the construction sector that has used technology

to achieve productivity growth," Mr Iswaran said. "The TAP and other similar initiatives aim to

help more SMEs gain access to new technologies to innovate and improve their businesses."

He gave an example of a dry cleaning company that uses radio-frequency identification (RFID)

technology to help with inventory tracking.

"Within A*Star and our research institutes, we have a wealth of technical capabilities," he said.

"We want to see this in action, see how it has benefited our SMEs - even in sectors where you

may not think of technology as an enabler."
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